
Lead Generation Tactic
Typical 
Reach 
(HML)

Typical 
Impact 
(HML)

Notes

Existing Client Development L H+ Should be initial focus for every existing business.

Referrals L H Next port of call after existing clients.

Networking L M-L Look for events with high “density” of target clients.

Public Speaking & Seminars M H-M Piggy back on existing events that your target clients 
attend. Start small to build your reputation as a speaker.

Direct Mail M M-L
Can be a good way of getting through to hard-to-reach 
prospects who aren’t active online. Use “lumpy mail” for 
more impact

Cold Calling/Cold Emailing M L
Essentially a “numbers game” aiming to hit potential 
clients with an urgent need. Make sure you comply with 
local privacy and other legislation, esp. in Europe.

Print Articles M M
Articles in trade magazines read by target clients can 
build considerable authority. Ideally you want the author 
bio to link to your site.

Research Project M-L H-M
Carrying out your own research into key trends affecting 
your target clients can be a major credibility booster and 
build your contact base. But it takes lots of work.

Facebook Advertising H M-L Works well if potential clients are targetable via 
Facebook - e.g. based on what they like.

Linkedin Advertising H M-L
Works well if potential clients are targetable via Linkedin 
search criteria - e.g. job title, industry, seniority. NB 
Costs significantly higher than Facebook Advertising.

Search Advertising (e.g. Google 
Adwords) H-L M-L

Works well if potential clients are actively searching for 
your services or for problems you can solve. Reach 
dependent on how many searches carried out.

Blogging (on your own site) M-L M
In-depth, insightful articles can build considerable 
credibility - if enough people read them. Best done in 
conjunction with other methods to get people to site.

Guest Blogging M M-L
Guest blogging can build credibility, get traffic and help 
SEO. However the tactic has been overused leading to 
many sites being reluctant to accept guest articles.

Podcasts M M-L
Appearing on podcasts has similar benefits to guest 
blogging, but is much easier to get accepted as long as 
you have an interesting angle to share.

Social Media Content Marketing M L
Sharing content natively with your connections on the 
social platforms your potential clients use (e.g. Linkedin) 
is a quick way of getting visibility and building credibility.

Search Engine Optimisation H-L M-L
Depending on the keywords you can generate a 
significant number of leads. However, ranking well for 
big keywords will be challenging for a small business. 

Virtual Summit H M
Hosting a virtual summit with well-connected speakers is 
a big undertaking but can quickly generate a high 
number of leads while building your credibility.
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